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The Taiwan Solidarity Union (TSU) sets up the party by “the radical Taiwan
independence”, emphasized the extreme “the native place value”, under the banner
composes in “the native place confluence” with Democratic Progressive Party（DPP）
“exudes the green camp”.and DPP ’s social basis part overlaps, in the election and
the policy advocated the aspect presents the competition - cooperation the gambling
color.In DPP for consolidated ruling foundation to “deep green” back swing,
“lawmaker” the electoral system transforms in situation, TSU in “Legislative Yuan”
the existing space is extruded seriously, “exudes the green camp” the interior is the
conflict is unceasing. In order to avoid moving towards the froth, TSU at the
beginning of 2007 impels political party reforming under Li Denghui's leadership,
declared gives up “green the route change “left of center” deeply”.Since this article
through to TSU interior essential factor inspection, the analysis TSU in aspect and so
on social basis, policy position as well as organizational structure characteristics, the
party had been established in this foundation to the political strength vicissitude to
conduct the research. But mainly concentrates to the political strength inspection in
TSU elects the strength vicissitude, relates the vicissitude as well as the underlying
tissues change of personnel three directions with DPP, these three parts constituted
TSU sturdy and healthy strength as well as the soft strength foundation.Strength
vicissitude research for TSU also was the analysis of reforming question has provided
the rationale. This article final foothold lies in to TSU reforming question analysis,
this part of content mainly concentrates in the reforming agent, the direction as well as
on prospects for development these three spots.
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